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ABSTRACT
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Bio-chemical sensors are expected to offer high sensitivity and specificity towards the detection of an analyte. It
has been found that optical sensors based on long period fiber gratings (LPFGs) meet most of these requirements,
particularly when coated with thin and high-refractive index overlays with proper bio-functionalization. In this
paper, the influence of properties of the overlay material on the sensitivity of LPFG sensors to bio-analytes is
analyzed. It has been observed that the sensitivity of a particular cladding mode of LPFG can be changed
drastically with the adhesion of few tens of ‘nm’ of bio-layers to the surface of LPFG. “Volume refractive index
sensitivity” and “add-layer sensitivity” of a particular cladding mode, dynamic range, and limit of detection of
the sensors have been investigated in the context of overlay materials, bio-functionalization steps, and surrounding buffer medium. The selection criteria of the thin-film deposition technique are discussed with the aim
of designing highly sensitive sensors for biological and chemical applications. Concept of optimum overlay
thickness has been redefined and an effective case-specific design methodology is proposed.

1. Introduction
High sensitivity, fast response time, reliability and capability for
label-free in situ measurements of specific analyte make optical fiber
sensors a suitable component for distinct chemical and biological sensing applications. They are certainly among the most attractive research
fields over the past few decades [1,2]. Modulation of optical properties
of core/cladding modes with change in surrounding refractive index
(SRI) is the backbone principle of this family of sensors. Optical fiber
grating-based sensors have established itself as a promising platform of
label-free optical biosensors and chemical sensors over the last decade
or so [3–9]. A long-period fiber grating (LPFG), which is a periodic
modulation of the refractive index (RI) in the core of an optical fiber, is
of particular interest. The period of this grating structures reaches a few
hundreds of micrometers, and is much longer than that of a fiber Bragg
grating (FBG), has attracted great interest in sensing applications as the
long periodic modulation of RI initiates coupling of light between the

⁎

forward propagating core mode and forward propagating cladding
modes, and as a result, a series of resonance bands can be found in the
transmission spectrum of the LPFG. These cladding modes are more
sensitive to SRI changes [10,11]. Wavelength of the resonance band of a
particular cladding mode depends on the effective index of core mode,
effective index of cladding mode and the period of that grating. The
effective index of cladding mode changes with the alteration in SRI and
as a result, a shift in resonance band of cladding mode can be observed
in the output spectrum. This is the basic principle of LPFG based RI
sensors. LPFGs are being used for the measurement of the change in SRI
successfully over the past decade [11]. The measurement of the change
of SRI near the water medium is of the utmost importance as most of the
chemical/biochemical sensors are designed to work in water or waterlike buffer media. With the advancement of the research over the years,
LPFG has now become a very attractive platform for specific bio-chemical sensing applications [3]. Numerous methods have been proposed
over the past few years for enhancement of the sensitivity of LPFG
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employed for identification of butane gas [30], ZIF-8/GOx were used for
detection of glucose [31], metal-organic framework (HKUST-1) was
useful for detection of carbon dioxide [31]. Over the past decade, distinct materials are coated over LPFG for the successful fabrication of
biochemical sensor [3,29–33,5–9,and].
Therefore, nanomaterial coating is an essential approach for various
sensitivity enhancement methods as described above in the case of
designing ultrasensitive LPFG sensors for diverse chemical- and biosensing applications. However, a comparative study of the universal
optimized design of nano-coating parameters is not available elsewhere. In this paper, a detailed numerical investigation is carried out to
evaluate and optimize the performance of LPFG sensors with various
coatings. Within chemical and biological sensing applications, the wavelength shift of the resonance is due to change in optical properties
that occur near the surface of the sensor, where most of the biological/
chemical reactions take place. Therefore, the response of the LPFG
sensors strictly depends on that particular surface change in the context
of the interaction of the receptor layer and the target analyte for fixed
properties of a surrounding buffer medium (water/phosphate buffer
saline, etc.). The volume refractive index sensitivity might not be adequate to define or interpret the sensitivity with respect to change in the
surface of the sensors. Thus, the conventional definition of the RI sensitivity was modified to correspond more with specific biochemical
applications, which occurred very close to the surface of the fiber
sensor. Add-layer sensitivity was then introduced to quantified surfacebased changes for coated LPFG. A multilayer-based architecture model
was proposed elsewhere [34].
Requirements concerning multi-layer model of LPFG sensors are
elaborated in earlier work [29,34]. A set of thin-film materials is required to be deposited on the surface of LPFG to reach high sensitivity.
Sensitivity tuning overlay, bio-functional layer and receptor layers are
required to be deposited on the surface of LPFG for specific immunoassay-based applications [7,9]. The schematic representation of
the LPFG-based biochemical sensor has been shown in Fig. 2. (a). The
Cross-sectional diagram of coated LPFG has been depicted in Fig. 2. (b).
Side-view of multi-layer architecture for an immunoassay experiment
has been given in Fig. 2. (c). In this paper, the performance of LPFG
sensors has been reviewed critically for different coating materials and
coating methodologies that have been investigated up to date. We focused here on sensitivity, limit of detection, and dynamic region of
operation. In this work, it has shown that the performance of the sensor
strongly depends on the RI of the overlay and its thickness. A slight
change in deposited thickness may cause a drastic drop in the sensing
performance of the sensor. The thin film deposition technique should be
selected depending on the properties of the overlays to be deposited.
For example, polymeric materials RI ~ 1.5–1.6 [3,13], where for sol-gel
material ranges from 1.58 to 1.8 [6,15,21], and for metallic nanoparticles and metallic oxides are it reaches 1.7–2 or even higher [29]. It

Fig. 1. Effect of MT phenomenon on effective refractive index of cladding
modes with deposition of overlay. The RI of the overlay was assumed to be 1.7.
standard parameters of single mode fiber is used for the simulation.

sensors in SRI sensing [12–16]. In particular, the mode transition (MT)
effect of cladding modes was used extensively for this purpose [13–15].
To enable a significant MT effect, a thin layer, which has an RI higher
than cladding material and a thickness of several hundred nanometers,
was deposited over the fiber surface [13–15,17]. With an increase of the
thickness of overlay, effective index of the cladding modes organizes in
such a way that beyond a certain overlay thickness the lowest order
cladding mode starts to be guided by the overlay and rest of the higherorder cladding modes experience transition to their preceding lowerorder cladding mode as it is shown in Fig. 1 [12]. Different deposition
techniques have already been used successfully over the past decade for
the deposition of an overlay. Liquid precursors-based techniques such
as Langmuir-Blodgett [18], electrostatic self-assembly [13,19], or dip
coating [6,15,20] have been used tandemly for the deposition of
overlay. Chemical vapor deposition [17,21], thermal evaporation [22],
sputtering [23], crystal growth technique [24] and atomic layer deposition [25] are mostly vapor-based techniques used for deposition of
overlay. Sensitivity defined for certain resonance corresponding to a
cladding mode of LPFG depends on RI of overlay material, its thickness,
and SRI. The sensitivity near RI of water (~1.333RIU) varies from
~1500 nm/refractive index unit (RIU) for deposition of a polymeric
material (RI ~ 1.5 RIU) up to near ~10,000 nm/RIU when RI of the
overlay exceeding 2 for specific metal oxide layers [6,13,25]. An alternative method to enhance the sensitivity to operate cladding mode of
LPFG near the turn-around point (TAP) [12] or dispersion turning point
(DTP) [29]. It was reported that with tuning the initial coupling conditions near the TAP of a particular cladding mode the sensitivity can be
enhanced significantly [16]. The enhancement of the sensitivity of
LPFG in SRI sensing with the deposition of gold nanoparticles at TAP
was demonstrated recently [26]. The sensitivity can be enhanced even
more when combining the effect of MT and TAP of a particular cladding
mode. A theoretical study showed that sensitivity can reach as high as
100,000 nm/RIU when these two techniques are combined [14]. Later
experimental validation of this proposal was reported in [17,27]. Very
recently it has been proposed that mode stretching along with the use of
a double cladding fiber can raise the sensitivity further when combining
the effects of MT, TAP, and tunneling effect together [28].
Highly sensitive LPFGs were used in label-free biosensing applications [5–9]. Very recently an ultra-sensitive tantalum oxide coated
LPFG-based biosensor was reported, where a highly sensitive LPFG
operating near the DTP and the MT was used as a biosensor [29]. LPFG
sensors were employed successfully for detection of butane gas [30],
glucose [31], carbon dioxide [32], and streptavidin [33]. The specific
coating is required for each of the application. Sol-gel coatings were

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic representation of LPFG structure. (b) Cross-sectional
diagram of LPFG after a specific surface functionalization. (c) Side view of
layered architecture model for immunoassay-based experiments.
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is found from this work that the design of LPFG sensors must be casespecific and the performance of the sensors is not only countable on
higher sensitivity. A recipe for the designing of the sensors is analyzed
numerically.
The influence of overlay ‘deposition techniques’ and overlay materials on sensitivity, limit of detection and dynamic range of the sensors
have also been studied in detail. This work will provide useful guidance
to the design of LPFG sensors with higher values of overlay RI to
achieve ultra-high sensitivity along with a superior limit of detection
and large dynamic range of operation. It has been observed that design
of the sensors must be case-specific otherwise meaningful detection will
not be possible even with ultrahigh sensitive sensors. This proposed
method will be a promising tool in case of designing FBGs with symmetric cladding modes [20], tilted FBGs [4] and cascaded optical fiber
grating sensors [35,36].

as 2nΔn, where Δn is the change in the RI of the core during grating
writing.
2

K t j, µk =

2.3. Add-layer sensitivity

(r ) = A , j J (r j ) + B , j Y (r j )

The bulk or volume RI sensitivity of optical fiber grating-based
structure is defined as a change in resonance wavelength of a particular
cladding mode with respect to the SRI. If a change in resonance wavelength of mth cladding mode is defined as ∆λreso, m, and change in SRI
,m
,
by ∆n then the volume or bulk RI sensitivity is defined as Sv, m = reso
n
Sv is named as the bulk/volume RI sensitivity.
The add-layer sensitivity is defined for quantification of the surfacebased changes during chemical and biological sensing applications with
the LPFG sensor. Often the deposition of the mass of bio-analyte modeled as a thin layer over the surface of the sensors along with a characteristic density. With this assumption, one part of the add-layer
sensitivity has been defined as the change of resonance wavelength ~
∆λreso, m with respect to the thickness of an adsorbed layer on the surface of the specifically coated fiber, while it does not change in with
SRI. This is the first part of the add-layer sensitivity (STH). The distinct
coating provides the specific capture site for the target analyte. Often it
has been observed that with an intake of target analytes in the form of
gas/liquid molecules the RI of that capture site gets changed without
any mass adsorption over the receptor molecules. This physical adsorption can be quantified with the second part of the add-layer sensitivity where the RI of that particular receptor layer close to the surface
gets altered while the RI of the surrounding medium is remaining fixed
throughout the experiment. This assumption leads to define other form
of add-layer sensitivity in which the RI of the thin receptor layer is
altered with the interaction of target analyte (SLRI). The detailed definition and quantification of the add-layer sensitivity was illustrated in
previous work [29,34]. Multilayer LPFG model was developed to establish this concept of add-layer sensitivity for LPFG sensor [34].
In summary, the add-layer sensitivity can be defined as in Eq. (5),
where HAL is the thickness of the added layer and nAL is the corresponding RI of the layer.

(1)

(r ) ( ) ( )
j

(r ) = A , j I (r j ) + B , j K (r j )

j

< k0 n

(1a)

> k0 n

(1b)

The optical guided modes in the core are being governed by Eq.
(1a). Eq. (1b) is the characteristics equation of the cladding mode. The
transfer matrix method [37,38] has been successfully applied to find
out the effective indices of the modes and field expansion coefficients of
multi-layer LPFG waveguide structure. Field expansion coefficients of
each layer are normalized so that each mode carries the same power P0,
as in Eq. (2).

P0 =

2

0j

2 µ0

d

(r )

0

(r ) rdr

(2)

0

2.1. Coupled mode formation for the waveguide structure
After the derivation of field expansion coefficients for each layer of
the optical fiber, coupled-mode differential equations are formed assuming each of the forward propagating modes has complex amplitude
A(z) and neglecting backward propagating scattered wave [39,40]. The
generalized coupled-mode equations are described in Eq. (3) for
μk = 01, ……. M.Kνj, μktandKνj, μkzare the transverse coupling and
longitudinal coupling coefficients between LPνj and LPμk modes.

dAµk
dz

SA =

=

j

[K

j, µk

+K

z
j, µk ] A , j

(z ) exp( j (

j = 01

thatKνj, μkt

j

µk ) z )

d res
d res
+
= STH + SLRI
dHAL
dnAL

(5)

3. Numerical simulations
The parameters of the optical fiber for the analysis were similar to
those of a standard commercially available single-mode fiber (SMF28-e
Corning). RIs of the core and the clad have been chosen as n1 = 1.4494
and n2 = 1.444 (@ 1550 nm), respectively. Diameters of the fiber core
and the clad were considered in turn as 8.2 μm and 125 μm, respectively. RI of the overlay was considered as n3 (varied in a range
1.46–2.5) and that of the surrounding as n4 = 1.3333 RIU (normal RI of
water). The period of the grating was chosen to be 340 μm and RI
perturbation in the core was selected as 0.0004. For the initial analysis,

M
t

(4)

Resonance wavelength of a cladding mode can be found from the
2
phase-matching condition given as 01
. The resonance wa0 =
velength of each cladding mode is given as λreso, m = (ncoeff − ncl, meff)Λ,
where ncoeff is the effective index of the core mode and ncl, meff are the
effective indices of mth order cladding mode. For a change in the SRI,
effective indices of the cladding modes are changed and a shift of the
respective cladding mode can be observed in the transmission spectrum.

Coupled mode theory is often used to study the properties of optical
fiber grating-based sensors [37]. Transverse electric field components
of the guided core or cladding modes propagating along the z-axis of
the fiber gratings can be expressed by a generalized Eq. (1). The radial
function Ψ(r) of the individual layer of optical fiber can be written as in
Eq. (1a)–(1b), where k0 = 2π/λ is the free space wavenumber, n is the
refractive index of the layer, βνjis the longitudinal propagation constant
2
of the LPν,j mode, and , j = [k02 n2
, j ] is the magnitude of the
transverse wave number.Aν, jandBν, jare the field expansion coefficients
determined by the boundary condition of the cylindrical layers. Jν(rγν, j)
and Yν(rγν, j) are the ordinary Bessel function of the first and second
kind, respectively, whileIν(rγν, j)and Kν(rγν, j)are the modified Bessel
function of first and second kind of order ν, respectively.
j ,j z

j (r ) µk (r ) rdr
r=0

2.2. Resonance wavelength

2. Basic theory

(r , , ) = e

d
=0

(3)

z

It is assumed
> > Kνj, μk so only transverse coupling
coefficients are considered between the modes. Transverse coupling
coefficients can be computed with the Eq. (4) prescribed in [37], where
Ψνj(r) and Ψμk(r) are the transverse field components of LPνj and LPμk
modes, respectively, Δε is the permittivity variation and is. It is defined
3
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Fig. 3. (a). Mode transition curve of two cladding modes (LP06 and LP07) with overlay thickness. Spectra of LPFG for different thickness of the overlay (point A, B, C
and D) are given as inset. (b). Numerically computed sensitivity for LP07 cladding mode with change in SRI from 1.33–1.37 at different region in the MT curve and
overlay thickness i.e., ‘A’- 0 nm, ‘B’-100 nm, ‘C’-150 nm, and ‘D’-320 nm.

the RI of the overlay was considered to be ~ 1.7 RIU. This value is
similar to the silica-based sol-gel material [21]. Length of the grating
for the entire simulation was considered 25 mm. The intention of these
analyses was to understand the effect of MT with different RI of the
overlay. Initially, a three-layer model (core-clad-surrounding medium)
was assumed to evaluate the spectrum of LPFG to evaluate the spectrum
with a specific grating period. A four-layer (core-clad-overlay-surrounding medium) model of LPFG was employed to simulate the effect
of MT for two cladding modes (LP06 and LP07) with a change in overlay
thickness and is shown in Fig. 3(a). The variation of effective indices of
two cladding modes with alteration of overlay thickness has been
shown in Fig. 3a. The linear region of the MT curve can be observed in
Fig. 3(a). Points ‘A’, ‘B’ ‘C’ and ‘D’ were marked as four different parts of
the MT curve. The corresponding spectrum of LPFG have also been
shown inset of Fig. 3(a) and they are being named as ‘A’ (overlay
thickness ~ 0 nm), ‘B’ (overlay thickness ~100 nm), ‘C’ (overlay
thickness ~ 150 nm) and ‘D’ (overlay thickness ~ 320 nm). Resonance
band shifts of three cladding modes are depicted in the inset as four
different spectrum, LP06 and LP07 modes are being identified in each of
the inset figures. At point C, the attenuation band of LP07 (red) is in the
middle of the initial LP06 and LP07 (black) position. The attenuation
band of LP07 (blue) has almost reach the initial position of LP06 cladding mode and it represents a transition of cladding mode after deposition of that much of thickness (~320 nm) at position ‘D'. The
sensitivity for the two cladding mode was found to be significantly
higher in position ‘C' (~ 150 nm of overlay) which seems to be in the
middle of the linear region of the curve. The volume RI sensitivity with
different thickness of the overlay has been shown in Fig. 3(b). Optimum
overlay thickness (OOT) was defined as the middle part of the highest
slope region of the curve [13]. It has been found that the sensitivity
with OOT was as high as ~ 2450 nm/RIU, where the sensitivity of the
same cladding mode near ‘A' was ~ 75 nm/RIU. Bulk/volume RI sensitivity was enhanced by ~ 30 times according to the results from these
two positions of the thickness of overlay. The sensitivity at position ‘D'
is also quite low (~165 nm/RIU) since this position is far from the
linear highest slope region of the curve. The OOT has also been defined
as an operating point or alternatively Q-point of the sensor for that
particular cladding mode in previously reported work. Distinct biological/chemical applications were verified by tuning operation of one
specific cladding mode near the OOT/Q-point with significantly
boosted the sensitivity for these experiments [6,21,29].

The change in the effective index of a particular cladding mode
(LP07) with overlay thickness has been shown in Fig. 4(a). OOT and
linear region have been marked. The highest slope position is termed as
the “linear region” of operation, where the sensitivity of the respective
cladding mode is maximum. The linear span region of LP07 cladding
mode with an overlay RI of ~ 1.7 RIU is ~ 60 nm (115 nm–175 nm of
overlay thickness) and the OOT/Q-point of respective LP07 cladding
mode is being found at ~ 150 nm. The computed OOT matches the
maximum sensitivity for previously performed experiments where similar silica-based sol-gel material was used for reaching MT [21]. The
variation of the MT curve of LP07 cladding mode with different overlay
RI (1.6 to 2.5 RIU) has been shown in Fig. 4(b). The ‘linear region’ of
operation and ‘Q-point’ are both shifted with the change in overlay RI.
The variation of the effective index of the cladding mode with overlay
RI near to cladding (i.e. RI ~ 1.45) has been shown in the supplementary Fig. S1, where it can be observed that OOT is as high as ~
2000 nm with an overlay RI of ~ 1.45. Variation of OOT/Q-point and
sensitivity of LP07 cladding mode with different RI of overlay has been
computed and results are shown in Fig. 5(a). It is worth noting that
sensitivity and OOT change promptly with overlay RI. Variation of the
range of” linear region” of operation of the MT curve for different RI of
overlay has been depicted in Fig. 5(b). It was observed that the higher
the overlay RI is, the higher the sensitivity and narrower the “linear
zone” of operation for the respective cladding mode. Simulated sensitivity of LP07 cladding mode with overlay RI 1.6 is found to be
~1500 nm/RIU, for OOT ~ 350 nm and linear region ~ 75 nm. Numerically computed sensitivity of the respective cladding mode is ~
8000 nm/RIU for overlay RI ~2, but OOT and ‘linear region’ of operation are only ~ 66 nm and ~ 27 nm, respectively. The ‘linear region’
of operation is shortened drastically with higher RI of the overlay. In
case of determination of change of SRI, the phenomena of “lowering
down of linear zone” will not affect at all but for the measurement of
surface-based changes, it has some serious effect which has been described below. The dynamic range of the sensor affects enormously with
the change in “linear zone” of operation. Appropriate bio-functional
layer (BFL) and receptor layers (RL) are required to be deposited over
the surface for specific detection of target with highly sensitive overlay
coated LPFG. An BFL normally acts as a buffer layer between the glass/
polymeric surface and bio-material based RL. Then a specific RL (distinct biolayer for specific attachment of bio-analyte) needs to be deposited before attachment of target analyte to provide sufficient capture

Fig. 4. (a) Variation of effective index of cladding mode with overlay (1.7 RIU); (b) Variation of mode transition curve for different RI of the overlay materials.
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Fig. 5. (a) Variation of sensitivity and OOT with different values of overlay RI. (b) Change in span of linear zone of the operation of LP07 cladding mode with different
overlay RI.

sites for acceptance of the target specimen [6–8,21]. The effect of MT
with consideration of two different thin layers BFL and RL of different
thickness) have been analyzed critically. The RI of BFL has been chosen
to be 1.54 [13,18,19] and the RI of the receptor layer was chosen as 1.5
for the analysis as RI of the dry protein is in the range of 1.4–1.6 [41].
The thickness of the bio-functional layer is kept at 5 nm for the purpose
of computations. This value of the BFL was numerically computed
elsewhere and was validated with experimental outcome [34]. Thickness of BFL and RL can vary in a wide range (few nm to a few hundred
nm depending on bio-material/species concern). Diverse type of biomolecules possesses different thickness along with distinct values of RI
[3,34,41]. The RI of the overlay for the numerical analysis has been
now been increased to ~ 2 for the next part of the simulation of the
paper, as the design aim is to reach the higher sensitivity with a change
in SRI and RI ~ 2 can be achieved practically [21,23,29].
Fig. 6(a) shows the effect of BFL and RL over the MT curve for LP07
cladding mode. It should be mentioned that BFL is always kept at 5 nm
for this numerical study. The effect of the influence of RL has been
computed with a complete six-layer LPFG model (core-clad-OL-BFL-RLSurrounding medium). The positions of operating point for different
thickness of RL with a fixed BFL of (5 nm) has been shown in Fig. 6.
Considering the effects of BFL and RL, the OOT shifts abruptly from the

most sensitive point. Without any BFL and RL, the OOT has been
marked as Q1. The simulated value of OOT has been come up to ~
66 nm with an overlay RI of ~ 2. The operating point has been shifted
to Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5 depending on the thickness of deposited RL (with
a thickness of 10 nm, 20 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm). The sensitivity of
LPFG in the position Q2 and Q3 is almost the same as that of original
operating point Q1 but that of in position Q4 and Q5 is drastically lower
than the operating point of Q1. Position Q4 and Q5 are far from the
sensitive linear point and as an immediate effect volume RI sensitivity
and Add-layer sensitivity were truncated massively. This abrupt reduction of sensitivity with deposition of BFL (~ 5 nm) and RL (~
50 nm/100 nm) above the surface of an overlay of ~ 66 nm makes the
sensors inappropriate for sensing applications. This specific sensor can
achieve high sensitivity with a change of overlay thickness to accommodate the RL and BFL for specific applications., the deposited thickness of the overlay must be modulated as per the thickness of BFL and
RL to achieve the best performance of the sensor. The OOT of the individual sensors must be tuned by the thickness and RI of BFL and RL. It
is apparent that with the deposition of BFL and RL the effective index of
the cladding mode changes and the operating point gradually moves
out of the most sensitive linear zone. The change of volume RI sensitivity and the add-layer sensitivity with consideration of BFL and RL

Fig. 6. (a) Variation of MT curve with different thickness of RL, keeping BFL thickness fixed to 5 nm. (b) Numerically computed results showing percentage of
variation of OOT with RL thickness for different bio-functional layer.
6
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were given in recently published work [29,34]. The variation of volume
RI sensitivity and add-layer sensitivity with the presence of BFL and RL
has been shown in Fig. S2 and Fig. S3 in the supporting document.
Simulated OOT for LP07 cladding mode with an overlay of RI ~ 2 and
without consideration of BFL and RL was found to be ~ 66 nm and it
should be modulated to ~ 63 nm, ~ 57 nm, ~ 53 nm, and ~ 41 nm to
adopt a BFL of 5 nm along with RL of 10 nm, 20 nm, 50 nm, and
100 nm, respectively. It should be mentioned that the influence of the
RL was computed assuming a BFL thickness of 5 nm. Fig. 6. (b) shows a
change in the percentage of required deposition of OOT to attain the
maximum sensitivity for different thicknesses of RL with a few tens of
nm of BFL. The reported thickness of small receptor molecules like few
tens of base pairs of DNA strands, antibodies, biotins, etc. was from a
few nm to a few tens of nm. The thickness of virus/bacteria/large
protein molecules with a long amino acid chain can be varied from a
few tens of nm to ~ hundreds of nm or even couple of μm. It must be
noted that functionalized nanoparticles were used together with RL and
BFL for the designing of biochemical sensors [42]. The size of the
specifically functionalized nanoparticles can be varied from tens of nm
to hundreds of nm. The most sensitive point of the cladding mode of
LPFG can be ensured with an alteration of the deposited thickness of
overlay to accommodate the required space for BFL and RL. Detailed
computation shows a change in the percentage of required OOT to
accomplish the finest performance was 4.76%, 9%, 18.9% and 42.4%
with different thickness of RL. Six sets of different thickness of BFL (5,
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 nm) were considered for this computational work.
The results show that the change in percentage of required thickness of
OOT must be 9%, 22%, 46% and 74% with 10, 20, 50 and 100 nm of RL
with a BFL of 20 nm. The change in percentage of OOT with different
thickness of RL for a particular thickness of BFL has been shown in
Fig. 6. (b). Use of overlay with higher RI makes it possible to achieve
higher sensitivity, but to operate the specific cladding mode in the best
sensitive range one should precisely determine the RI and thickness of
the deposited overlay and bio-materials i.e., BFL and RL. In all of the
above results are observed with the surrounding medium close to that
of water (RI ~ 1.3333). Bio-chemical sensing procedures are normally
carried out in the water or other specific buffer solutions. Phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) [pH ~ 6–8] are mostly used buffer solutions, but
many potential applications are being carried out within Citrate buffer
(pH ~ 3 to 6.5) and Acetate buffer (pH ~ 3 to 6.5) solutions as per the
requirement of application domain and scope. The RI of the PBS ~
1.335, measured RI of the Acetate buffer is ~ 1.344 and that of Citric
acid buffer is ~1.362. The variation of the MT curve of the LP07 cladding mode with a change in the surrounding medium has been shown in
Fig. 7. (a) below. The Q point of the sensor has been shown as Q1, Q2,

Q3, and Q4 in the graph, Q1, Q2 = ~ 66 nm, Q3 = 62 nm, and Q4 is
found to be ~ 57 nm respectively. The OOT of specific cladding mode of
LPFG changes significantly with the change in RI of buffer solution with
the same overlay material. As the RI of water and PBS are same there is
no significant change of OOT for these two-surrounding medium, but
with an application of the other two buffers, the OOT changes and this
change must be taken into account during the designing of biosensors.
Otherwise, the performance of the sensor will be degraded. Another
important observation is that the calculated values of the ‘linear zone’
of operation have been changed to ~ 17 nm in the case of Citrate buffer
solution from a linear zone of 27 nm with a surrounding medium as
water/PBS. As a consequence, the dynamic range of the operation of the
sensor will also be affected by changing the surrounding buffer
medium. The percentage change in OOT to achieve optimum performance with 5 nm of BFL and four different thicknesses of RL in different
buffer medium were simulated. The variation of change in percentage
of OOT with thickness of RL has been shown in Fig. 7. (b). Variation of
add-layer sensitivity with different buffer medium after deposition of
OOT in water medium has been given in supplementary Fig. S4 and Fig.
S5. In summary, fine-tuning of the deposited overlay layer is necessary
to improve the performance of the sensor for different buffer medium.
The detailed discussion of performance of LPFG based biochemical
sensors with an enhancement of sensitivity, lowering down of linear
region of operation are illustrated in the next part of this work.
4. Discussions
4.1. Sensitivity and limit of detection
Volume RI sensitivity of LPFG sensors with an overlay RI of 2 is
about ~ 8000 nm/RIU in an SRI zone of (1.333–1.36). Detailed discussion of add-layer sensitivity along with adhesion of bio-layer and
with change in surface RI was reported elaborately in our earlier work
[29,34]. The limit of detection (LOD) of the sensor directly depends on
the add-layer sensitivity. With varying the concentration of target
analyte, the deposited nanolayer thickness of the surface changes as the
concentration modulates the deposited mass of the analyte over the
sensing head [43,44]. A very low LOD can be achieved with higher addlayer sensitivity. Previously proposed methods like mode stretching,
utilization of double-clad fiber (combining of tunneling effect with MT),
merging the effect of MT and DTP of cladding mode can enhance the
add-layer sensitivity significantly to be as high as ~ 20/25 nm shift in
resonance wavelength per nm attachment of bio-layer over the surface
of the sensor. With an interrogation system of resolution of ~ 20 pm,
which is readily available for any standard commercial detector,

Fig. 7. (a) Numerically computed MT curve of LP07 cladding mode for different surrounding buffer region with overlay RI = 2. (b). Percentage change of OOT with
5 nm BFL, 10 nm RL for different buffer medium.
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and RL need to be adjusted properly to achieve the best performance
during the detection of the target analyte. Ellipsometry based measurements had confirmed that thickness of a single bacteria can be of
few hundreds of nanometers with an RI value of 1.4–1.6 [45]. RI of the
deposited bacteria layer was evaluated with the filling fraction of
bacteria within the thin film as per Maxwell- Garnett approximation
and came up to about ~ 1.5 [46]. The measurement of mass, thickness,
and density of ram spermatozoa and T2 Bacteriophage was measured
successfully by Electron Microscope with Mass-Thickness model [47].
Thickness of thiol modified DNA strands adsorbed over the surface of
the sensor and was evaluated with atomic force microscopic based
measurements. The deposited thickness of DNA strands was nearly ~
6 nm, the values of deposited thickness of the synthetic DNAs can be
higher as the length depends on the number of base pairs that have
been used for the construction of DNA. The thickness of DNA layers can
be varied from nm to a couple of tens of nm [48]. Most of the mammal
cell possesses the thickness in μm range, like the size of the single red
blood cells, is about few μm [49]. For selective detection of the target
analyte typically a specific bio-receptor layer is requiring to be deposited over the sensor surface. Bio-compatible polymers like polystyrene and Eudrajit are used extensively with this family of sensors
[6,21]. Gold nanoparticles are used as a universal receptor for numerous biological/chemical target species [43]. Different Size of the
receptor layers (from few nm to 100 nm) can be fabricated with gold
nanoparticles/ gold nanorods etc. [43,50,51]. In this discussion, it can
be concluded that designing strategy of highly sensitive LPFG sensors
will be decidedly dependent on the thickness and RI of the bio-materials. It has also been observed that with the conventional concept of
OOT, the dynamic range of operation of the sensors decreases very
rapidly with higher RI values of the overlay. In the next sub-section, an
efficient designing method of LPFG has been proposed.

Fig. 8. Variation of resonance wavelength (nm) and effective index of LP07
cladding mode with deposition of overlay thickness (RI =2).

adhesion of less than ~ 1 picometer thickness of target analyte above
the surface of LPFG might be detected. If properly designed, a femtomolar concentration of specific antigens/DNA strands can be identified
for immunoassay/DNA sequencing-based applications. There is a bottleneck problem of the dynamic range of the sensor with enhancement
of the sensitivity and LOD and it will be discussed in the next section.
4.2. Dynamic range of the sensor
Bio-assay based experiments are normally accomplished including
identification of different concentration of target analytes to assess the
performance of the sensors. The dynamic range of the biochemical
sensors is defined as the range of the concentrations of the target
analyte that can be recognized by the sensors. Deposited bio-film
thickness of the target analyte normally depends on the nature of the
species and concentration of the solution. The dynamic range of LPFGbased sensors depends on the linear zone of operation of the MT curve.
Higher the sensitivity, narrower is the linear zone of operation. As a
comparison, linear zones of the LPFG with OL RI of 1.7, 2 and 2.5 are ~
48 nm, ~ 27 nm, and ~7 nm respectively. With conventional definition, OOT/Q point is the middle portion of the linear operation zone. As
an immediate effect, the linear span remaining for bio-functionalization
is effectively reduced to ~ 24 nm, ~13.5 nm and ~3.5 nm with overlay
RI 1.7, 2 and 2.5 respectively. BFL, RL and respective target analyte are
required to be accommodated within this linear span to achieve the
prime performance of the sensors. Computed add-layer sensitivity of
LP07 cladding mode is ~ 2.2 nm, 4.74 nm and ~8.82 nm/ (nm attachment of bio-analyte layer) with overlay RI of 1.7, 2 and 2.5, respectively. So, with overlay, RI reaching 1.7 and conventional design
method only ~ 10.90 nm attachment of RL, BFL, and target analyte can
be possible with overlay RI 1.7 (linear zone/add-layer sensitivity; 24/
2.2 = ~ 10.90). The scenario becomes much more challenging as for
overlay RI reaching 2 and 2.5, only ~ 2.85 nm and ~ 0.4 nm attachment of biolayer can be accommodated in the high sensitivity zone.
That means the bio-immunoassay experiment reported in [21] where a
sol-gel Silica-Titania film of RI (~ 1.69) as an overlay for the detection
of specific anti IgG was never possible with OL of RI 2 or 2.5 with
conventional definition of OOT/Q-point. After deposition of the Eudrajit layer as BFL (thickness ~ 5 nm) and IgG as RL (~ 10 nm of
thickness) above an OOT the cladding mode shifts from the most sensitive point in case of overlay RI 2 and 2.5. There will be no significant
amount of wavelength shift with deposition of antigen (target molecules) as after attachment of BFL and RL the cladding will be shifted
from the highly sensitive linear zone. So, the enhancement of the sensitivity of LPFG might not always be the key criterion for designing
efficient sensors. The size of the bio-analyte must be considered during
design and fabrication of the sensing device. Thickness of overlay, BFL

4.3. Proposed designing method procedure
Most of the linear zone of highly sensitive sensors can be used, but
the deposited thickness of the overlay must be kept below the start of
the linear zone of the MT curve for a specific order of the cladding
mode. In Fig. 8 it has been shown as ‘OOTm’, it is a point in the MT
curve where the slope of the curve is low. The total linear regime (~
27 nm) of highly sensitive sensor of LPFG with overlay RI of 2 can be
used for deposition of RL/BFL and finally, respective cladding mode is
at the best sensitive position before a specific biochemical application
at ‘Qt’. The Volume RI sensitivity and add-layer sensitivity are very low
at the point ‘OOTm’ marked in the MT curve for LP07 cladding mode.
Computed volume RI sensitivity was found to be ~ 300 nm/RIU and
add-layer sensitivity (Sa) was ~ 0.61 nm per attachment of an nm of
overlay layer (RI ~ 2). After deposition of 5 nm BFL and 10 nm RL the
cladding mode reaches the point ‘Qt’ which is the starting point of most
sensitive region with a span of ~ 25 nm. In this way, the whole linear
highly sensitive zone is being kept open to accommodate target-analyte
with different sizes and RI. This point ‘Qt’ is optimal for specific biochemical sensors. Here the position of ‘Qt’ point reflects the incorporation of 5 nm BFL (RI~ 1.54) and 10 nm RL (~ RI 1.5). With a
change in thickness and RI of BFL and RL, this ‘Qt’ point will be
changed. However, in the case of design, there will be a challenge to
deposit accurate value of the overlay material up to ‘OOTm’ as the shift
of resonance cladding mode will be extremely low with the deposited
thickness of overlay. So, tolerance will be invaded immediately in case
of specific designing. Till now, the deposited value of overlay material
is being optimized with a recorded shift of specific cladding mode, but
in this new concept will be no significant shift of cladding mode up to
the point ‘OOTm’ of the MT curve as shown by the black curve in Fig. 8.
In this scenario three techniques can be used for the optimization, a)
idea from simulated curve with particular RI of used materials b)
measurement of the cross-section of the fiber with electron microscopy
and c) optimization of the rate (deposited thickness of overlay in nm/s)
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of the deposition method to ensure the appropriate deposition of an
overlay. Certainly, the deposition method plays a crucial role in case of
the development of the sensor with higher RI overlay. With a close
investigation of Fig. 8, it has been found that from 0 to ~ 38 nm of
deposited overlay computed shift of resonance wavelength of the respective cladding mode was ~ 6 nm. It seems that the technique
comprises the higher resolution of deposited thickness and must be a
good choice for designing efficient sensors. Different techniques of
deposition of overlay have been discussed elaborately. Accuracy of the
deposition techniques will be immensely important in the case of designing the sensors with higher overlay RI as error of deposition of few
tens of nm can degrade the performance of the sensor in a serious way.
Various coating methodologies have been adopted to deposit thin
film over surface of the optical fiber grating-based sensors during the
last one and a half-decade. Among them, electrostatic self-assembly
(ESA), layer by layer thin film coating (LBL) [13,19], Langmuir Blodgett
method (LB) [18], dip-coating technique [6], atomic layer deposition
(ALD) [5], plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD),
plasma vapor deposition (PVD), thermal evaporation, sputtering techniques, and chemical growth methods are mostly used processes for the
deposition purpose [1–4,17,]. A very good review was reported where
the merits or demerits of each of the processes were described nicely in
[52]. A detail aspect of all the deposition techniques was also elaborated elsewhere [52,53]. Resolution of the deposited thickness is immensely important for designing accurate sensors and lower resolution
thickness of deposition is mandatory for the materials with having
RI > 2. Among all the processes ALD method will be a choice while
working with material over RI > 2 as the resolution of ALD is < 1 nm.
In case of deposition of a few hundred nm of material (with overlay
RI < 1.7) deposition with ALD is not optimal as it takes much time for
the deposition purpose. In the case of polymeric material, it has been
observed that ESA is much more suitable than ALD and a dip-coating
method. Thermal/e-beam evaporation is useful for the deposition of the
metal layer over the fiber surface. Materials are also imposing a limitation on the selection of deposition techniques. A schematic representation of coating methods with a range of RI material and resolution is given above in Fig. 9.
In case of developing immunoassay, DNA or protein sensors, a
shorter linear zone might not affect that much with overlay RI < 1.7,
but in case of detection of bacteria, viruses, biological cells one should
ensure the dynamic range of the sensors must accommodate with the
linear region of the effective index curve of cladding modes. Case-

specific designing techniques are required to design and fabrication of
this sensor in various chemical and biological sensing applications.
Materials for overlay coating, coating methodologies, and OOT must be
selected with consideration of following factors: a) RI of the overlay
layer (required to achieve adequate sensitivity) b) the size of the target
analyte c) modal characteristic of the respective fiber d) deposition time
of the coating technique.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, an extensive numerical work has been carried out to
assess design criteria for the fabrication of highly sensitive LPFG based
sensors for selective chemical and biological sensing applications. It has
been established that the MT effect of cladding modes is one of the most
widely used methodologies to achieve high sensitivity in the case of
LPFG sensors. Other methodologies like operating the cladding mode
near TAP/dispersion turning point, modal stretching and deposition of
nanoparticles/graphene/carbon nanotube-based 2d materials are also
combined with MT effect to enhance the sensitivity further. Higher
sensitivity with MT effect imposes a real challenge for the adequate
dynamic range of the sensors, which has also been discussed elaborately
in this work. In the case of designing an LPFG sensor, the selection of
the deposition techniques has been analyzed in terms of sensitivity and
dynamic range of the sensor. Deposition technique with a lower value
of resolution in deposited thickness became an ultimate choice for deposition of higher RI overlay to ensure effective operation along with a
high dynamic range of sensor. The relationship between dynamic range,
the limit of detection and sensitivity of LPFG sensors have been analyzed critically in this work. The concept of OOT has been redefined
according to use of full dynamic range and superior add-layer sensitivity. A detailed comparative study has been given in the discussion
section. In summary, it has been observed that achieving the highest
sensitivity is not the solitary merit when designing and fabricating of
LPFG sensors. Designing of LPFG based sensors must be target-specific,
and one needs to have at least some knowledge about the size and shape
of the receptor, bio-functional specimens, and target molecules.
Without having an estimation of these parameters, designing of highly
sensitive sensors will be very difficult and many cumbersome trials will
be required to operate the sensors at best sensitive region. The effect of
buffer medium also needs to be considered to achieve an efficient
performance. Optimization technique of nanocoating methodologies to
achieve superior performance of LPFG can also be used in case of designing highly sensitive biosensors with fiber Bragg grating, tilted fiber
grating, and cascaded optical fiber sensors.
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